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We live on Littlebeck Bank, in the first house you come to after you leave Lousy Hill Lane. We are most
concerned at this application, as we wonder how a Lane as narrow and unforgiving as Lousy Hill Lane can
possibly be a suitable and safe access for visitors and guests. Not only is the Lane not wide enough for two cars
in most places, it is entirely unsuitable for campervans any time and in the snow is not suitable for any vehicle
unless it is 4 wheel drive with chains fitted.
Any application leading to increased traffic in the surrounding area where there are narrow roads unsuitable for
two cars to pass safely in a number of places and generally unsuitable for large vehicles, which are also prone to
flooding, cannot in our view be justified on the grounds of safety. The area is a National Park which is treasured
by residents and walkers for being unspoilt and the infrastructure cannot cater for any increase in traffic without
extreme adverse consequences to walkers and other road users on a Public Right Of Way. There is no perceived
public interest nor any benefit to any surrounding property owners, quite the opposite.

Further, the type of clientele would more likely be festival go-ers and younger guests who would bring noise,
light and potentially other pollution to a rural area of natural beauty which should remain unspoilt. Loud music
and noise will likely travel into the valley below and for security reasons we do not wish to have a concentration
of partygo-ers and tourists in such close proximity to a quiet rural hamlet.
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In view of the current situation regarding Coronavirus we are entering a new normal which may restrict the use
of shared area's for bathrooms and kitchens
without a shift of 24 hour attendants to clean after each person's use.
We need to look for new ways of managing public area's after this experience of a worldwide pandemic.
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